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To the committee 
I strongly urge you not to extend the emergency mandates bill as follows: 
Omercron has been mild and described as mild by many doctors. The Gates foundation further described it 
as a vaccination in its self with efficacy far superior than the mRNA vaccination. 
Omercron is  considered no more dangerous than influenza. Further experts are saying that if you have had 
serve influenza you do not need a vaccination against Coronavirus's and you are afforded natural immunity 
which is superior to the nRMA vaccines. 
The death rates used for the original emergency mandates were greatly exaggerated. More people have died 
in the recent Qld floods than of covid in Queensland. 
The health data shows the exaggeration of the criteria used for the original mandates so any extension is not 
required. 
Furthermore these mandates are not legal. They are discriminatory and the harms outweigh the benefits, 
therefore by TGA regulations they should never have been approved in the first place. See Federal Court 
Proceedings set down for the 3rd March AVN versus TGA . 
These mandates are nothing short  of blackmail and Government over reach.the government's own 
modelling even says the peak has now past and with the herd immunity an extension of the emergency 
powers is not required. 
It is simple mathematics if 99.7%of people only suffered a mild case with alpha variant then the vaccine 
only had to do the same for one person in 300 to bring  that figure to 100% which it has not, In fact it has 
got worse. Pfizer's own trials of the spike protein have now been exposed as dubious and the lipid nano 
particles have not had any testing even in animals. Again they are experimental drugs at best and should not 
be mandated as informed consent is not possible. They are illegal and unacceptable in a democratic society 
 This is not China, Korea or Canada and this not a health pandemic but more a power and financial 
pandemic.  

Douglas Rice  
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